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A current research trend is to combine multimedia data with artificial intelligence and process them on cloud servers. In this
context, ensuring the security of multimedia cloud servers is critical, and the cyber mimic defence (CMD) technology is a
promising approach to this end. CMD, which is an innovative active defence technology developed in China, can be applied in
many scenarios. However, although the mathematical model is a key component of CMD, a universally acceptable mathematical
model for theoretical CMD has not been established yet. In this work, the attack problems and modelling difficulties were
extensively examined, and a comprehensive modelling theory and concepts were clarified. By decoupling the model from the
input and output of the specific system scene, the modelling difficulties were effectively avoided, and the mathematical expression
of the CMDmechanism was enhanced. Furthermore, the process characteristics of the attack behaviour were identified by using a
specific mathematical mapping method. Finally, based on the decomposition problem of large prime factors and convolution
operations, an intuitive and exclusive CMD mathematical model was proposed. ,e proposed model could clearly express the
CMD mechanism and transform the problems of attack and defence in the CMD domain into corresponding mathematical
problems.,ese aspects were considered to qualitatively assess the CMD security, and it was noted that a high level of security can
be realized. Furthermore, the overhead of CMD was analyzed. Moreover, the proposed model can be directly programmed.

1. Introduction

With the development of information technology, multi-
media has been widely applied in the human society.
Moreover, the emergence of artificial intelligence (AI)
technologies has considerably enhanced the ability to ana-
lyse, process, and utilise multimedia. Because multimedia
processing and AI technologies are computation- and
storage-intensive, they are realized through the relatively
mature distributed computing [1] and cloud computing [2]
techniques. Cloud computing is based on server clusters. To
enable the efficient processing of multimedia data, ensuring
the security of multimedia cloud servers is essential. Mul-
timedia cloud servers face nearly the same issues as those of
cyberspace, such as network attacks and multimedia data
protection. ,e multiple reports of network security inci-
dents indicate that attackers mostly exploit the software and

hardware vulnerabilities, and backdoor attacks constitute
the majority of network security incidents. Nevertheless, at
the current level of science and technology, the unknown
vulnerabilities and backdoors and the associated security
threats cannot be eliminated [3]. Traditional defence tech-
nology tends to rely on the attack technology as a priori
knowledge, which involves hysteresis and passivity, and
thus, the traditional approaches cannot block unknown
vulnerabilities and backdoors. ,erefore, the development
of innovative network security theories and techniques has
become a key research direction in the field of network
security. Moving target defence (MTD) is a new type of
active defence technology developed in the United States to
achieve a considerable advantage in the field of network
attack and defence [4]. At present, the research and appli-
cation of this technology are mainly concentrated in de-
veloped countries, with the United States as the main hub.
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Cyber mimic defence (CMD) is an innovative active defence
technology independently developed in China, whose
emergence can offset the unbalanced situation of the net-
work attack and defence techniques [5]. ,e CMD mech-
anism facilitates its application in the multimedia cloud
server cluster environment. ,e redundancy characteristics
in the cluster environment conform with the CMD aspects.
In particular, the computing power of the cluster envi-
ronment can satisfy the performance overhead of the CMD
to realize computationally intensive operations such as re-
dundant encryption or decryption. Furthermore, the already
mature virtual technology [6, 7] can provide support for the
CMD and has been widely used in server cloud environ-
ments. In summary, the CMD technology can be applied to
multimedia cloud servers. In this study, two cases were
considered to enable the protection of multimedia cloud
servers through CMD. One approach involves constructing
a mimic multimedia cloud server architecture, and the other
approach involves the use of themimic encryption to protect
the multimedia data. For the first approach, heterogeneous
redundancy is achieved with the granularity at software or
hardware on the multimedia cloud servers. It can be het-
erogeneous at the hardware level, operating system level,
database level, server software level, background application
level, and can also be heterogeneous at several levels at the
same time, which will form a rich heterogeneous redundant
server pool. Scheduling these heterogeneous servers through
the CMD mechanism can greatly protect software and
hardware on them. For the second approach, the main
purpose is to protect multimedia data. ,e use of hetero-
geneous redundant encryption to protect multimedia data
and the use of hash fingerprint comparison to detect and
shield threats are in line with the principle of CMD and can
greatly improve the security of multimedia data. China has
actively promoted the research on the theory and technology
of CMD, and a theoretical system of CMD has been
established [8, 9] and is considerably different from the static
and fixed traditional systems. In this context, it is necessary
to clarify the technical aspects of the mechanism of the
mimic defence at the theoretical level [10] and to establish an
intuitive and exclusive mathematical model according to the
CMD mechanism to formulate a mapping relationship with
the mathematical aspects. In this manner, the mechanism
and protection capabilities of CMD can be clarified, and the
research on CMD can be further promoted. Nevertheless, a
universally accepted mathematical model for CMD has not
been established yet.

In this study, by extensively analysing the attack prob-
lems and modelling difficulties, a clear modelling concept
was established. By decoupling the model from the specific
system input and output scenes, a clear mathematical ex-
pression was formulated, while avoiding the modelling
difficulties. Furthermore, the process characteristics of the
attack were highlighted by establishing a specific mathe-
matical mappingmethod.,e excellent security capacities of
CMDwere demonstrated using the proposed model. Finally,
an intuitive and exclusive mathematical model for CMDwas
established, which could express the CMD mechanism
mathematically and transform the problems of the attack

and defence game of the CMD into corresponding math-
ematical subproblems, thereby enabling the qualitative as-
sessment of the CMD safety capacities.

,is paper first presents the research background fol-
lowed by the main research content. Section 2 introduces the
CMD concepts and mathematical knowledge required for
modelling. Section 3 describes the prerequisite knowledge
for the modelling. Section 4 describes the modelling process
and model mechanisms. Section 5 clarifies the mathematical
problems of the attack and defence game of the CMD ex-
amined through a simulation experiment, analysis, and
evaluation, describes the qualitative assessment of the CMD
safety aspects, and analyzes the overhead of CMD. Section 6
presents the concluding remarks.

2. Background Knowledge

2.1. Cyber Mimic Defence. Cyber mimic defence [11] is a
revolutionary defence technology of “game-changing” ini-
tiated by China. ,e development of CMD was inspired by
the mimicry phenomenon and biological immune system in
the biological world. ,e dynamic heterogeneous redun-
dancy (DHR) architecture was used as the core architecture
of the CMD. Finally, the CMD theory was formulated, with
“structure determines security” as the core idea. CMD is a
nonpoint type defence technology with a dynamic [12] and
closed-loop mechanism. ,e high security and high ro-
bustness [13] in the core architecture (DHR) of CMD are
endogenous and coexisting. ,e unknown vulnerabilities
and backdoors cannot be easily exploited under the CMD
framework. In contrast to the static and single character-
istics, the uncertainty may induce the attacker’s cognitive
dilemma, thereby making it nearly impossible for the at-
tacker to form an attack chain.

Here is a brief introduction to the principle of CMD [14].
For specific vulnerabilities or backdoors, defenders must
first be able to identify them before they can accurately
defend. However, the current level of technology cannot
grasp all unknown vulnerabilities and backdoors in advance.
When the same target function is implemented in hetero-
geneous forms, the probability of them having the same
vulnerabilities or backdoors will be greatly reduced. CMD
puts these heterogeneous redundant executors to work in
parallel without communicating with each other. In other
words, they have no cooperative relationship and do not
know each other’s existence. It is a very rare event that the
same vulnerabilities or backdoors are existent and are
triggered at the same time in heterogeneous executors.
,erefore, if the unknown vulnerabilities or backdoors in the
CMD system are triggered, the output results of heteroge-
neous executors will be inconsistent. At this time, CMD uses
the “relatively correct” principle to not only detect abnormal
situations and perceive threats but also locate abnormal
executors based on certain strategies and then take corre-
sponding measures against them. For the aforementioned
parallel heterogeneous executors, CMD then introduces a
dynamic scheduling mechanism to make the system
dynamic.
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Next, through the DHR architecture visually shows the
principle of CMD.,eDHR architecture is shown in Figure 1.

,e DHR architecture introduces a dynamic scheduling
mechanism and feedback control mechanism [15] based on
the executor heterogeneous redundancy and multimode
adjudication, respectively. ,e operating mechanism of the
DHR architecture is as follows:

(1) A functionally equivalent heterogeneous executor
pool is constructed for a target business function.

(2) ,rough the dynamic scheduling strategy, several
“online” heterogeneous executors are selected from
the functionally equivalent heterogeneous executor
pool.

(3) When the system input arrives, it is distributed to
each “online” heterogeneous executor through the
input distributor to ensure that each executor can be
executed separately without coordination and
communication.

(4) ,e output vectors of all the “online” heterogeneous
executors produce the final output result through the
multimode adjudication strategy. At this time, if an
abnormal “online” heterogeneous executor is “per-
ceived,” the feedback control mechanism is activated
according to the multimode adjudication strategy.

(5) If the feedback control is activated, the abnormal
“online” heterogeneous executors are replaced by
“offline” executors through the feedback control
strategy, and the subsequent processes such as self-
cleaning, self-reconstruction, self-reorganisation, log
recording, and log analysis are performed in the
background.

,e DHR architecture, as the core architecture of CMD,
illustrates the premise of CMD. CMD can be applied to a
target object having the form of “Input-Process-Output,” and it
is represented by the I [P] O model. In [11], the input dis-
tributor and output arbiter were termed as “mimic brackets”
(MB), and the scope of protection limited by the MB was
defined as the “mimic defence boundary” (MDB).,eMDB is
usually a heterogeneous execution environment with unknown
vulnerabilities, backdoors, viruses, and Trojan horses.

In recent years, research pertaining to the theory and
mechanism of CMD has progressed rapidly. At present, the
mimic domain name server has been implemented online,
and the principle prototypes of the mimic web server [16, 17]
and mimic router [18, 19] have been developed. In addition,
the CMD technology has been applied in several fields to
ensure multimedia security, 5G security [20], SDN network
security [21, 22], software diversification [23], mimic storage
system realization, mimic encryption, and mimic cloud,
mimic firewall, and mimic gateway realization.

2.2. Mathematical Knowledge Required for Modelling

2.2.1. Decomposition Problem of Large Prime Factors.
,e decomposition problem of large prime factors can be
described as follows: if there exist several large prime

factors, they can be easily multiplied to obtain a large
composite number. However, it is extremely difficult to
obtain these large prime factors by factorising the large
composite number. ,is problem has been studied by
mathematicians for hundreds of years, and no rapid al-
gorithm is available to solve this problem. ,e research on
the decomposition problem of large prime factors is
challenging, but has theoretical and application value
[24]. For example, the popular RSA [25] encryption al-
gorithm relies on the decomposition problem of large
prime factors.

In addition to the early violent trial division method,
certain algorithms to solve the decomposition problem of
large prime factors have been proposed by researchers, such
as the ρ-method [26], Ρ− 1 method [27], elliptic curve
method [28], random square method, quadratic sieve
method [29], and number field sieve method [30]. Among
these algorithms, the number field sieve method is con-
sidered to be the best at present.

2.2.2. Convolution Operation. Convolution is a key opera-
tion in analytical mathematics and is performed as follows:
first, two independent functions and the definition domain
of their parameters are specified. Subsequently, the function
values are calculated, and the corresponding function values
are multiplied. Finally, all the products are summed. Spe-
cifically, convolution involves rolling a binary function into
a univariate function in a process commonly known as
“dimension reduction.”

,e convolution operation can be divided into contin-
uous and discrete convolutions:

(1) To perform convolution, a certain relationship must
exist among variables x, y, and n. Assume that the
relation x+ y� n holds. For a particular n, this re-
lation can represent a straight line with a slope of 1 in
the Cartesian coordinate system.

(2) ,e variable τ is defined, and the range of τ is
expressed as R. According to the aforementioned
relation, x� τ, and y� n− τ.

(3) If the functions of x and y are f(x) and g(y), re-
spectively, they can be written as f(τ) and g(n− τ),
respectively.

In this case, the discrete and continuous convolution can
be represented as in formulas (1) and (2), respectively:

(f∗g)(n) � 
τ∈R

f(τ)g(n − τ), (1)

(f∗g)(n) � 

τ∈R

f(τ)g(n − τ) dτ. (2)

Here, (f∗g )(n) is termed as the convolution of functions
f and g.

A convolution operation can reflect valuable physical
meanings in an engineering system and can be used to
calculate the output of such a system.
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2.2.3. Martingale. ,e martingale concept originated from
the mathematical description of the fair gambling process.
Specifically, the martingale system is a concept in probability
theory, which describes a special class of stochastic pro-
cesses. Herein, the definitions and meanings of discrete and
continuous martingale are presented.

(1) Discrete Martingale. If a discrete-time stochastic process
Xn satisfies the following conditions,

(a) E(|Xn|)<∞ and
(b) E(Xn+ 1 |X1,. . .,Xn)�Xn,

the stochastic process Xn is a discrete martingale. Specifi-
cally, for the stochastic process Xn, if all the values at the
present moment and all the previous moments are known,
the conditional expectation value at the next moment is
equal to the value of the present moment.

If the discrete-time stochastic processes Xn and Yn satisfy
the following conditions,

(a) E(|Yn|)<∞ and
(b) E(Yn+ 1 |X1,. . .,Xn)�Yn,

the stochastic process Yn is a discrete martingale on Xn.
Specifically, for the stochastic processes Xn and Yn, if all the
values of the former process at the present moment and
previous moments are known, the conditional expectation
value of the latter process at the next moment is equal to the
value of the latter process at the present moment.

(2) Continuous Martingale. If a continuous-time stochastic
process Xt satisfies the following conditions,

(a) E(|Xt|)<∞ and
(b) E(Xt | {Xm,m≤ s})�Xs,

the stochastic process Xt is a continuous martingale. Spe-
cifically, for the stochastic process Xt, if all the values up to
time s are known, the conditional expectation value at time t
(t> s) is equal to the value at time s.

If the continuous-time stochastic processes Xt and Yt
satisfy the following conditions,

(a) E(|Yt|)<∞ and
(b) E(Yt | {Xm, m≤ s})�Ys,

the stochastic process Yt is a continuous martingale on Xt.
Specifically, for the stochastic processes Xt and Yt, if all the
values of the former process up to time s are known, the
conditional expectation value of the latter process at time t
(t> s) is equal to the value of the latter process at time s.

3. Modelling Concept

3.1. Network Attack Analysis. ,e network attack technol-
ogy, in combination with computer technology, is under-
going constant development. ,e attack behaviour has the
characteristics of uncertainty, complexity, and diversity and
is developing towards a large-scale, collaborative, and
multilevel framework. ,erefore, the research [31–34] and
formal description of network attacks are of considerable
significance to both sides. ,e classical network attack
modelling methods involve the use of the attack tree [35],
attack graph [36], and attack network [37]. In addition, the
attack surface (AS) [38, 39] and mobile attack surface (MAS)
[40, 41] theories have emerged in recent years to analyse and
examine the law of network attack behaviour.

3.1.1. Attack on the Traditional Static and Single System.
,e following is described in the context of the traditional
static and single system.

Although there are differences in the description of the
network attack process by the above methods or theories, in
conclusion, a successful network attack is a process com-
prising several stages, and there may be repeated back-
tracking subprocesses, as shown in Figure 2.

To summarize, a successful network attack can be simply
described as a critical path from the beginning of the attack
to the success of the attack based on each stage. In this paper,
this critical path is referred to as the successful attack vector
(SAV). By further analysing the SAV, the following two
characteristics can be defined:

(1) Target Characteristics. ,e SAV has target charac-
teristics similar to a vector, and the target and di-
rection from the beginning to the end point are clear
and unique. Consequently, a successful network
attack can be easily described as a chain because of
the targeting characteristics of the SAV.
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Figure 1: DHR diagram.
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(2) Process Characteristics. ,e SAV can clearly reflect
the process characteristics of the network attack.
Specifically, the negative influence of a successful
attack follows the attack behaviour. Because the final
result is not immediately visible, it is latent to the
attacked object. ,us, the attacker must move se-
quentially toward the final goal with considerable
patience, which leads to a typical “delayed
satisfaction.”

3.1.2. Attack on the CMD System. Because the technology of
the CMD is not widespread at present, the data of only a few
typical attack cases are available. Nevertheless, it is possible
to analyse and estimate the attacks against the CMD system.

,is paper emphasises that the premise of the CMD is to
realize scenarios that satisfy the I [P] O model, which is
critical to activate the defence effect of the CMD. In this
paper, we divide the attacks against the CMD system into
type-ρ and type-φ attacks.

(1) Type-ρ Attack. A type-ρ attack is a kind of attack that
deviates from the premise of CMD.,e CMD cannot always
resist this kind of attack, but it can be applied to supplement
the existing security defence technology or means [42]. In
this paper, certain simple examples are presented to illustrate
the type-ρ attacks:

(a) ,e attacker successfully intrudes an “online” het-
erogeneous execution of a certain CMD system and
deletes an important file in it. ,e successful attack
does not produce any output that must pass through
the CMD system arbiter.

(b) ,e attacker successfully intrudes an “online” het-
erogeneous execution of a certain CMD system,
cracks the key of an important encrypted file on it,
and browses the valuable data in the file. Moreover,
the successful attack does not produce any output
that must pass through the CMD system arbiter.

(c) A certain CMD system is subjected to a DDoS attack.

(2) Type-φ Attack. In contrast to a type-ρ attack, a type-φ
attack is a kind of attack that satisfies the premise of the
CMD. In this case, after the attacker successfully attacks the
“online” heterogeneous executor in the CMD system, an
output that must pass through the CMD system arbiter is
produced. ,is output is the desired attack result for the
attacker and the so-called abnormal output for the CMD
system. From the perspective of the CMD system, incon-
sistencies among the abnormal outputs may exist in theory.

However, in terms of the rationality, because the CMD
adjudication mechanism is implemented, for a type-φ attack
to succeed, a “joint escape” in which a consistent abnormal
output is generated must be realized, and it is meaningless
for the attackers to create an inconsistent abnormal output.
,erefore, all the abnormal outputs mentioned in this paper
are consistent, which negates the problem of the type-φ
attack on the CMD system and facilitates follow-up research.
Considering this background, a successful and failed type-φ
attack is that in which a “joint escape” can and cannot be
realized, respectively.

Considering these aspects and the categorization of the
attacks against the CMD system, it can be noted that only the
φ-attack problem has practical research significance for both
sides of the CMD attack and defence.

3.2. Problem Description. A mathematical model is key to
support the continuous improvement of a theoretical system
and to promote the related research work. In this context,
developing a mathematical model can help describe and
analyse the related mechanism of the CMD.

At present, two kinds of CMD modelling are imple-
mented, specifically, modelling the overall mechanism of the
CMD and modelling only part of the mechanism of the
CMD [43, 44]. ,is paper focuses on the former approach,
and thus, the following problems as well as the existing
research results correspond to this approach. Until now, a
universally accepted mathematical model for the theory of
CMD has not been established, and the mainstream mod-
elling method is mainly based on the “Markov chain.”
[45, 46]

(1) Realistic mapping of the overall mechanism mod-
elling of CMD:
,is problem is defined according to the afore-
mentioned SAV characteristics.

(a) In contrast from that in the traditional static and
single system, the target protection object in the
CMD system is heterogeneously redundant. ,e
heterogeneous redundant executors are com-
pletely independent and do not communicate
with one another. If an attacker wants to suc-
cessfully realize the φ-attack, they must complete
several independent SAVs simultaneously, and
this requirement is different from that for
attacking a traditional static and single system.
However, because several independent SAVs are

Find target Scan Find attack 
point Visit Raise 

authority
Steal 

information
Clean 
marks

Create 
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system

Figure 2: Example of the attack process.
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present, the relevant stages may not be com-
pletely consistent or have a one-to-one corre-
spondence. In addition, backtracking and
repeated subprocesses may be present in the
attack process. ,erefore, although the target
characteristics of a single SAV facilitate the de-
scription of a successful network attack in the
chain mode, the description of several inde-
pendent SAVs in the chain mode simultaneously
is complex and challenging. In this case, a single
chain node must represent the stages or states
from several independent SAVs simultaneously.
If these nodes are combined as in the actual
situation, the number of chain nodes required
may be considerably higher than that in a
“traditional chain,” as discussed in the subse-
quent sections. ,is type of chain structure is
easy to network; however, the target character-
istic of each independent SAV becomes difficult
to identify, which makes the analysis and re-
search highly challenging.

(b) In the core architecture (DHR) of the CMD, one
input corresponds to one output. If a type-φ
attack fails and an abnormal output is present, it
will be detected in the adjudication stage of the
DHR. As mentioned previously, an SAV has a
process characteristic, and when an attack is
conducted, an abnormal output is not necessarily
produced. In other words, the attack cannot be
represented by only one input-output pair. At
present, the DHR architecture cannot directly
reflect this process characteristic. ,erefore, it is
necessary to model the overall mechanism of
CMD with a “buffer” that can reflect the delay in
the process characteristic. As a simple and in-
tuitive example, we consider the case of
uploading files on a server. In the absence of any
other security protection measures, three steps
can be defined: request, upload, and access. In
malicious attacks, the three steps may be as
follows: request, upload the virus, and access and
activate the virus. Each of these three steps
corresponds to a system input. ,e attack be-
haviour can be considered to start in Step 1 or 2,
although the negative impact of the successful
attack occurs in Step 3.

(2) Problem of modelling the overall mechanism of
CMD based on the Markov chain:

(a) A Markov chain is a state chain that describes a
process of state dynamic transfer. At present, the
Markov chain is applied to the CMD theory to
describe the process of an attack and defence
game. ,erefore, the Markov chain modelling is
focused on describing the transfer path of the
attack and defence game state, owing to which
the CMD mechanism appears to be highly ab-
stract.,is phenomenon occurs because the state
transfer path occupies the main body, and only

the state nodes in the chain are used to represent
the state of the whole CMD system at a certain
time.,e CMDmechanism cannot be intuitively
reflected in this scenario, which hinders the
mechanism description and analysis.

(b) ,eMarkov chain is a genericmodelling tool and
not specifically applied to CMD modelling. To
apply the Markov chain to model the overall
mechanism of the CMD, a custom set of state
parameters must be used to describe the state of
the CMD system. ,e complexity of this set of
custom state parameters directly affects the
complexity of the Markov Chain, and the
complexity of the real scene directly affects the
complexity of the custom state parameter set.
Owing to this strong binding with the real scene,
the CMD Markov chain can only be used to
model simple system scenes, for instance, to
model the type of system input that would lead to
a certain type of system state and system output.

Considering these problems, in this work, the modelling
method based on the Markov chain was not employed, and
the objective was to develop an intuitive and exclusive
mathematical model for the CMD.

3.3. Core Concept. From the mathematical viewpoint, this
paper performs a formal analysis of the heterogeneous re-
dundant executors of the CMD framework:

(1) For a given CMD system, the heterogeneous exec-
utor pool can be represented by the mathematical set
E, where E� {e1, e2, e3, . . ., en} with ei (1≤ i≤ n), and
the set elements represent the heterogeneous exec-
utors. ,e set of “online” heterogeneous executors is
represented as the mathematical set EO, where
EO � {eo1, eo2, eo3, . . ., eom} with eoj (1≤ j≤m), and the
set elements represent the “online” heterogeneous
executors. ,e set EO is a subset of E.

(2) In the CMD mechanism, the set of “online” het-
erogeneous executors is modified according to the
strategy. ,erefore, the mechanism can be for-
malised as the process of selecting a series of EO on
set E in “1” according to the strategy, which rep-
resents a mathematical process of selecting
combinations.

(3) A combination in “2” is termed as a “sample,”
represented by S. ,e sample space comprising all
possible S values is represented as SS. SS is similar to a
sample warehouse, termed as the “mimic ware-
house” in this paper. ,erefore, the essence of the
CMD mechanism is to schedule and operate the
“samples” on the so-called “mimic warehouse.”

(4) ,e elements of sample S in “3” are formalised as
large prime factors, represented as fj (1≤ j≤m),
where m represents the number of large prime
factors corresponding to the number of elements of
combination S and is distinguished by label j.
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Subsequently, the sample S can be formalised as the
product of these large prime factors, represented as
the following formula:

S � 
m

j�1
fj, 1≤ j≤m. (3)

,e objective of this formal analysis process is to as-
sociate the “online” heterogeneous executor set of the CMD
system at a certain time with a product of the large prime
factors. Analysing the product of the large prime factors
corresponds to the analysis of the corresponding “online”
heterogeneous executor set.

4. Large-NumberConvolutionalMimicDefence
Mathematical Model

,e proposed mathematical model of the CMD is based on
the convolution operation and depends on the decompo-
sition problem of large prime factors.,emodel is termed as
the large-number convolutional mimic defence (LNCMD).
,e LNCMD model is an intuitive and exclusive mathe-
matical model of CMD.,is section describes the modelling
process and mechanism of the LNCMD.

4.1. Modelling

4.1.1. Assumptions

(1) ,e LNCMD model has the same black box char-
acteristics as the CMD system.

(2) Based on the relationship described in the “core
concept” section, the input and output of the
LNCMD model are not the input and output of the
information system in the actual sense, respectively.
,erefore, the LNCMD model does not involve any
specific input and output values of the actual CMD
system. ,e “problem description” section high-
lighted the problems faced by the CMD Markov
chain owing to its feature of strong binding with the
real scene. ,e aforementioned configuration helps
the LNCMD model avoid these problems.

(3) Each strategy in the CMD system, namely, the dy-
namic scheduling strategy, adjudication strategy, and
feedback control strategy, is configured by the
defender.

(4) ,e attack considered in the LNCMD model is a
type-φ attack. ,e abnormal output, successful type-
φ attack, and failed type-φ attack are defined
according to the aforementioned descriptions.

(5) All the heterogeneous executors in the CMD system
have a comprehensive evaluation value. A larger
evaluation value corresponds to a more safe executor
[47]. It is considered that the comprehensive eval-
uation value is a large prime number. It is assumed
that the development tasks of all the heterogeneous
executors in a CMD system are not completed by the

defender, and the comprehensive evaluation values
of all the heterogeneous executors are known.

4.1.2. Model Framework. Based on the model components,
the LNCMD model logically divides the CMD system into
three layers, namely, the extraction, convolution, and
judgement layers. ,e mechanism of the LNCMD model
corresponds to the cooperation of these three layers. ,e
logic of the extraction, convolution, and judgement layers is
represented by a mathematical function, and the corre-
sponding functions are termed as extraction, convolutional,
and judgement functions, respectively.

4.1.3. Model Components and Rules

(1) Private components:
According to the assumptions, the LNCMD model
exhibits black box features to the external environ-
ment. ,e private components are visible only inside
the LNCMDmodel and can be read and written only
inside the LNCMD model.

(a) Large prime factor pool: this pool stores the
comprehensive evaluation values of all the het-
erogeneous executors in the CMD system. In a
practical sense, this pool represents the hetero-
geneous executor pool of the CMD system.

(b) Convolution kernel vector: this vector stores the
comprehensive evaluation values of the “online”
heterogeneous executors. ,e length of the
vector is equal to the number n of the “online”
heterogeneous executors, and the ith element on
the vector corresponds to “online” heteroge-
neous executor i (1≤ i≤ n).

(c) Product variable: this variable stores the product
of all the elements of the convolution kernel
vector. Although the variable is in the form of a
product, the order of each factor of the product
strictly follows the order of the original element
position on the convolution kernel vector.

(d) Hidden matrix: this matrix is an abstract matrix
with the dimensions n×m, where n is the
number of “online” heterogeneous executors,
and row i corresponds to “online” heterogeneous
executor i (1≤ i≤ n). Here, m is an uncertain
value when a column of the hidden matrix
corresponds to a model input, and it increases
dynamically with the number of inputs. ,e
element values of the hidden matrix are gener-
ated through the model input as the excitation.
,e jth excitation can only generate the elements
of column j, and the elements after column j are
not visible. ,e value range of the hidden matrix
elements is [0, 1], which represents the attack
progress of 0–100%. In the LNCMD model, this
range represents the progress of the attacker
decomposing the specified large prime factor
from the value of the product variable. In terms
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of the actual meaning, this range represents the
amount of the SAV covered by the attacker
attacking a specific “online” heterogeneous
executor.

(e) Layer signal: the values can be 0, 1, or 2, which
correspond to the operation of the extraction,
convolutional, and judgement functions, re-
spectively. When the layer signal changes from
one value to another, it is considered that the
extraction, convolutional, and judgement func-
tions are strictly mutually exclusive even if one
function is operating, that is, only one layer is
allowed to operate at a certain time. ,e ex-
traction, convolutional, and judgement func-
tions can influence the signal actively. However,
due to the dynamic scheduling strategy, the
signal may be set passively through to dynamic
scheduling. For example, the online time of the
“online” executor may reach the limit. ,e
logical turbulence caused by the passive setting
above that of the LNCMDmodel depends on the
rationality of the dynamic scheduling strategy
and is not related to the LNCMD model.

(2) Nonprivate components:
Nonprivate components are those components of
the LNCMD model that communicate with the
outside.

(a) Model Input. ,is input is generated by the
customer. In terms of the influence, the external
environment influences the LNCMD model
through the input of the convolution layer
function. In terms of the attack and defence
game, the attacker tries to decompose the large
prime factor from the product as the game
action.

(b) System Strategies. ,ese strategies are configured
by the defender. In terms of the influence, the
system strategies, as the system level configu-
ration, play a key role in the LNCMDmodel, and
they are not used as the input of any layer
function of the LNCMD model. In terms of the
attack and defence game, the defender adopts the
game actions by changing various system
strategies.

(c) Model Output. ,is output is used to indicate
whether the LNCMD model has been attacked
according to the adjudication strategy. ,e
output is a Boolean type value, with true-1 and
false-0 indicating an attacked and not attacked
state, respectively.

4.1.4. Model Symbol Set. ,e LNCMD model comprises
tuples as follows: LNCMD� {C, eL, cL, jL}.

(1) C represents the components and is denoted as C�

{Pri, Pub}, where Pri and Pub represent the private
components and nonprivate components,
respectively.

(a) Pri� {pool, vector, product, matrix, signal}
Here, “pool” is the large prime factor pool,
“vector” is the convolution kernel vector,
“product” is the product variable, “matrix” is the
hidden matrix, and “signal” is the layer signal.

(b) Pub� {input, strategy, output}
Here, “input” is the model input, “strategy”
represents the system strategies, and “output” is
the model output.

(2) eL represents the extraction layer, with the logic
corresponding to the extraction function.

(3) cL represents the convolution layer, with the logic
corresponding to the convolutional function.

(4) jL represents the judgement layer, with the logic
corresponding to the judgement function.

,e LNCMD model is shown in Figure 3.

4.2. Mechanism

4.2.1. Extraction Layer. ,e logic of the extraction function
in the extraction layer is to refresh the convolution kernel
vector, set the product variable, refresh the hidden matrix
according to the scheduling strategies on the heterogeneous
executors—including the dynamic scheduling strategy and
feedback control strategy—and, finally, set the layer signal.
,e extraction function is described in Table 1.

,e detailed functions are as follows:

(1) Refresh the convolution kernel vector:
,e extraction function first determines the “online”
heterogeneous executors 1,. . .,n according to the
scheduling strategies of the heterogeneous executors.
Subsequently, the extraction function extracts the
comprehensive evaluation values of these “online”
heterogeneous executors from the large prime factor
pool. F1 , . . ., Fn are the comprehensive evaluation
values of the extracted heterogeneous executors,
where Fi corresponds to “online” heterogeneous
executor i. Finally, the extraction function places
F1,. . .,Fn into the convolution kernel vector, where Fi
is placed into the position of the ith element of the
convolution kernel vector.

,e redundancy scale of three is considered as an ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 4.

(2) Set the product variable:
Calculate the product of all the elements of the
convolution kernel vector, and place this product
into the product variable.

(3) Refresh the hidden matrix:
Considering the scheduling strategies of the het-
erogeneous executors, the “online” heterogeneous
executors 1, . . ., n are redetermined. ,erefore, the
extraction function must refresh the hidden matrix
at this time by reinitialising the hidden matrix in an
abstract sense.
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Considering the redundancy scale of three as an
example, the action of refreshing the hidden matrix
is illustrated in Figure 5.
,e significance of refreshing the hidden matrix is as
follows: because the combination of the “online”

heterogeneous executors changes, the statistical
number of the model input times should be
recounted from zero; consequently, the exploration
or expansion of the hidden matrix columns excited
by the model inputs should also be restarted. In a
logical sense, this action represents a milestone start.
,e overall significance of the two actions of re-
freshing the convolution kernel vector and hidden
matrix is to reflect the scheduling mechanism of the
CMD for “online” heterogeneous executors, and this
mechanism is reflected by these two actions on the
LNCMD model.

(4) Set the layer signal:
,e extraction function sets the layer signal as 1,
indicating the commencement of the convolutional
function operation.

4.2.2. Convolution Layer. ,e logic of the convolutional
function in the convolution layer is to wait for the jth model
input, which excites the convolutional function to produce
the jth convolution output. ,e convolutional function is
described in Table 2.

,e detailed functions are as follows:

(1) Convolution operation:
,e convolution operation of the convolutional
function is performed between the vector and the
matrix, and thus, it is a type of discrete convolution.
,e discrete convolution formula of the convolu-
tional function is as follows:

Extraction 
layer

Convolution 
layer

Judgement 
layer

Model components

Arrows:
Expression of process flow
Layers:
Expression of the model mechanism
Model components:
Expression of model elements

Figure 3: LNCMD diagram.

Table 1: Explanation of the extraction function.

Category Explanation
Function input Not applicable
Function output Not applicable
Process summary ,e extraction function operates internally on the private components of the LNCMD model
Function shape Pseudo-code shape: void extract ();

“Online” heterogeneous executors-
1, 2, and 3

Large prime factor pool

Mapping values of 
“online” heterogeneous executors-

F1, F2, and F3

Convolution kernal vector

F1 F2 F3

Figure 4: Refresh the convolution kernel vector.
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convolutional(input J) � f
∗
g( (input J) � 

n

i�1
f(i)g tryFi( , n≥ 1. (4)

Assuming that the value of the product variable is P, the
formula can be explained as follows:

(a) Parameters:
,ere exist three parameters, i, tryFi, and inputJ.
Parameter i is the label of the ith “online” hetero-
geneous executor. ,e parameter tryFi is abstract. In
an arithmetic sense, this parameter is a trial value of
Fi, and Fi is the ith large prime factor of P. In a logical
sense, this parameter represents an attempt of the
attacker to attack the ith “online” heterogeneous
executor.,e parameter inputJ is the jth model input.
,e aforementioned three parameters satisfy the
following relationship: i+ tryFi � inputJ. According
to this relationship, in the arithmetic sense, inputJ
corresponds to a set of points (i, tryFi) on the “logical
straight line” (i+ tryFi � inputJ). ,e two functions f
(i) and g (tryFi) are combined into one convolutional
function (inputJ) along the direction of the “logical
straight line” (i+ tryFi � inputJ). In a logical sense,
this parameter indicates that a model input corre-
sponds to a set of the attackers’ attempts to attack
each large prime factor (ordered) in P. In a practical
sense, this parameter is the input distribution
mechanism of the CMD.

(b) Range:
,e value range of Σ summation is 1 to n, where n is
the number of current “online” heterogeneous ex-
ecutors. ,is value is the length of the convolution

kernel vector, which is the number of large prime
factors of P, equal to the number of rows of the
hidden matrix.

(c) Logic of subfunctions:
After the f(i) function obtains parameter i, it searches
for the i-th element Fi in the convolution kernel
vector, and the function returns the reciprocal of Fi.
After the g(tryFi) function obtains the parameter
tryFi, the element value e of the corresponding po-
sition of the hidden matrix is calculated, and the
return value of the g(tryFi) function is 1− e. ,e
g(tryFi) function calculates e as follows:
,e g(tryFi) function which calculates e requires a
kind of carrier function, which needs to satisfy the
following properties:

(1) ,e function is a one-variable continuous
function, which can be expressed as y� f(x)

(2) In the domain (0, +∞), the function values are
always greater than 0 and have a unique absolute
maximum value

(3) Assuming that the function value of f(x) at x0 is
the unique absolute maximum value, then x0
should be a large prime number

,is paper gives a typical example, selecting the
Gaussian distribution probability density function as
the carrier function of the g(tryFi) function. ,e
characteristic of the Gaussian distribution proba-
bility density function is that a value closer to the

Table 2: Explanation of the convolutional function.

Category Explanation
Function input jth model input
Function output Arithmetic formula of the jth convolution result
Process
summary

,e output of the convolutional function is generated by a special convolution operation with the parameter input as the
excitation

Function shape Pseudo-code shape: outputType convolutional (inputType inputJ)

Column:
1

1

12

3

2 3 4 5
Column:

1 2 3 4 5

Row:

1

2

3

Row:

Example of the hidden matrix 
before refreshing

e
1,1

e
2,1

e
3,1

e
3,2

e
3,3

e
3,4

e
2,2

e
2,3

e
1,2

e
1,3

e
1,4

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

Refreshing

e
ij
∈[0,1)

Figure 5: Refresh the hidden matrix.
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mathematical expectation (average) μ corresponds to
a greater probability density. ,e g(tryFi) function
uses this property for the mapping; therefore, the
closer tryFi is to Fi, the closer the value e is to 1, and
the attack progress is closer to 100%.
,e formula of the Gaussian distribution probability
density function is as follows:

1
���
2π

√
σ
exp −

(x − μ)
2

2σ2
 , −∞< x< +∞. (5)

,e formula of the Gaussian distribution probability
density function in the g(tryFi) function is as follows
(5):

1
���
2π

√ exp −
tryFi − Fi( 

2

2
 , 0< tryFi < +∞,

0, tryFi � 0,

0, tryFi � +∞.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

In formula (5), when tryFi is equal to Fi, the calculated
value is (2π)−0.5. Finally, the formula to calculate the
value of e in the g(tryFi) function is as follows:

1/
���
2π

√
exp − tryFi − Fi( 

2/2 

2π−0.5
 

. (7)

(d) Calculation result:
,e result of the convolution operation of the
convolutional function corresponds to the multi-
plication of the return values of the f(i) and g(tryFi)
functions. Subsequently, a summation formula in
the range i� 1 to n is defined, which is used to

determine the output of the convolutional function
as



n

i�1

1 − eij

Fi

. (8)

(2) Set the layer signal:
,e convolutional function sets the layer signal as 2,
indicating the operation of the judgement function.

4.2.3. Judgement Layer. ,e logic of the judgement function
in the judgement layer is to receive the output of the
convolutional function, perform an adjudication according
to the adjudication strategy, and generate the model output.
,e judgement function is described in Table 3.

,e detailed functions are as follows:
Considering the redundancy scale of three as an ex-

ample, the logic of the judge function can be described as
follows:

(1) Generic Pretreatment. ,e generic preprocessing consists
of four steps. Let the value of the product variable be P.

Step 1: define P to formulate a score with a real value of
1 as follows:

P

P
�

F1 × F2 × F3

F1 × F2 × F3
� 1. (9)

Step 2: set the function input as convolutionJ. Multiply
convolutionJ by the fraction in Step 1 to merge it into a
single fractional form. In the arithmetic sense, this step
involves merging all the subfractions in convolutionJ
with P as the denominator as follows:

convolution J:
1 − e1j

F1
+
1 − e2j

F2
+
1 − e3j

F3
⇒

convolution J ×
P

P
⇒

1 − e1j  × F2 × F3 + 1 − e2j  × F1 × F3 + 1 − e3j  × F1 × F2

F1 × F2 × F3
.

(10)
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Step 3: for the numerator of the result fraction in Step 2,
extract the common factor based on the factor in the
denominator. ,e following example illustrates the
successful extraction of the common factor:

convolution J:
1 − e1j

F1
+
1 − e3j

F3
⟹convolution J

×
P

P
⟹

1 − e1j  × F2 × F3 + 1 − e3j  × F1 × F2

F1 × F2 × F3

⟹
F2 × 1 − e1j  × F3 + 1 − e3j  × F1 

F1 × F2 × F3
.

(11)

In the arithmetic sense, the extraction of certain
common factors indicates that, in the convolution
process of the convolutional function, there exist
subfractions of the following form, owing to which
certain Fi are extracted as common factors:

f(i)g tryFi(  �
1
Fi

× 0. (12)

In other words, certain outputs of the g(tryFi) function
are 0. In the logical sense, the extracted common factor
directly corresponds to the large prime factor
decomposed by the attacker from P. In the practical
sense, the extracted common factor reflects the “online”
heterogeneous executor whose SAV is covered by the
attacker.
Step 4: define the result formula in Step 3 as the “result.”

(2) Process Highly Dependent on the Adjudication Strategy.
Because this process can affect the logical flow direction of
the LNCMD model according to different adjudication
strategies, this process is highly dependent on the adjudi-
cation strategy. We assume that the adjudication strategy is
the majority voting strategy, described as follows:

(1) Output: the most consistent results are considered as
the final result.

(2) Adjudication: when the results are not completely
consistent, the system is considered to be attacked,
and feedback control is launched. At this time, the
information of the executors whose outputs are

inconsistent with the final result is sent to the
feedback control strategy.
,e process strongly dependent on the adjudication
strategy includes three sequential subprocesses. ,e
sequence is a→b&c, in which the b and c subpro-
cesses can be performed simultaneously.

(a) Judgement process:
According to the adjudication strategy, the attack
status of a system can be determined. ,e
judgement process is shown in Figure 6.
When the logic passes through the left branch,
the number of common factors extracted in the
“result” is 0 or 3, which represents the situation
in which the output vectors of the “online”
heterogeneous executors are completely consis-
tent. In particular, when the number of common
factors extracted in the “result” is 3, the situation
is an extreme one in which the attacker has
covered the SAVs of all the “online” heteroge-
neous executors. When the logic passes through
the right branch, the number of common factors
extracted in the “result” is neither 0 nor 3, which
represents the inconsistency of the output vec-
tors of the “online” heterogeneous executors.
Furthermore, in this case, two situations may
occur, corresponding to the abnormal output
vectors being in the majority or minority.
Let the judgement result of this subprocess be
“judge.”

(b) Output process:
,e judgement result “judge” of subprocess a is
considered as the output of the model.

Table 3: Explanation of the judgement function.

Category Explanation
Function input Output of the convolutional function
Function output Output of the LNCMD model
Process
summary

,e process of generating a function output with the parameter input in the judgement function is highly dependent on
the adjudication strategy

Function shape Pseudo-code shape: bool judge (inputType convolutionJ)
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(c) Process of setting the layer signal:
,e layer signal settings are defined according to
the adjudication strategy.,e judge function sets
the layer signal to 0, indicating the operation
commencement of the extraction function. ,e
judge function sets the layer signal to 1, indi-
cating the operation commencement of the
convolutional function. ,e practical signifi-
cance is the determination of whether the
feedback control must be started, according to
the adjudication strategy. ,is subprocess can be
regarded as a snapshot for the partial action of
the DHR architecture, which pertains to the
launch of the feedback control, as shown in
Figure 7.

,e process strongly dependent on the adjudication
strategy (a→ b&c) is illustrated in Figure 8.

Because the processing of the judgement function in the
judge layer depends strongly on the adjudication strategy,
the following description holds.

,e aforementioned modelling helped define the role
and rules for each strategy in the CMD system in the
LNCMD model. ,e LNCMD model does not directly re-
flect the logic encapsulated by each strategy. As shown in the
figure, the logical process in the dashed box is actually the
action of the LNCMD model. Moreover, although the left
branch of the “result” variable is the logic encapsulated by
the adjudication strategy, it does not belong to the process of
the LNCMD model.

4.3. Summary. ,e foregoing content establishes the
LNCMD model and introduces the composition of the
model and the mechanism of the model in detail. For the
mathematical knowledge introduced in Section 2, it has been
integrated into the LNCMD model. ,e decomposition
problem of large prime factors is regarded as a core
mathematical problem throughout the entire model
mechanism. How to solve this problem is imposed on the
attacker, and the defender creates this problem through the
LNCMD model. Both sides carry out game behaviour
around this mathematical problem. Convolution operation
supports the mechanism of the entire convolution layer, and
it is an important bridge to carry out the game behaviour
around the decomposition problem of large prime factors.

Martingale is a special stochastic process. When the
LNCMD model is not started to run, the martingale cannot
be reflected in it. When the LNCMDmodel is started to run,
it has actual procedural properties. At this time, the mar-
tingale can be used to evaluate the safety status of the
LNCMD model. ,is will appear and be described in detail
in Section 5.

5. Simulation Experiment and Evaluation

5.1. Simulation Experiment

5.1.1. Simulation Environment Design

(1) Physical Background. Considering the assumed web
service programme as the physical background for the
simulation experiment and to apply the CMD technology,
the redundancy scale of the “online” heterogeneous ser-
vice programmes was set as three. ,e DHR architecture
to construct this physical background is shown in
Figure 9.

(2) LNCMD Model Population. In the modelling, a symbol
set for the LNCMD model was established but not popu-
lated. ,is symbol set of the LNCMD model was populated
according to the physical background. ,e specific pop-
ulation details for the LNCMD model are presented in
Table 4. ,e populated LNCMD model is termed as
lncmdDemo in this paper.

(3) Experiment Configuration. In the simulation experiment,
a feature string backdoor is defined. Let this feature string
backdoor be “door” and the corresponding feature string be
“flag.” In the simulation experiment, it is assumed that the
only way for the attacker to complete the SAV is to trigger
the “door” by trying the correct “flag.” In lncmdDemo, the
“flag” that can trigger the “door” is the large prime factors
(ordered) of P.

,e simulation experiment is performed under 5 con-
figurations. In the simulation experiment, a simulation run
with lncmdDemo is performed under each configuration.
,e 5 configurations are as follows:

Configuration 1: all the three “online” heterogeneous
executors have no door, that is, a&b&c�+∞

�e number of common 
factors is neither 0 nor 3

�e number of common 
factors is 0 or 3

False-0 True-1

Is the system attacked?

Result

Figure 6: Judgement process flow.
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Configuration 2: only the first “online” heterogeneous
executor has a door, that is, a<+∞ and b&c�+∞
Configuration 3: only the first “online” heterogeneous
executor does not have a door, and the doors of the
other two “online” heterogeneous executors are the
same, which means that the flags that trigger the two
doors are the same, that is, a�+∞ and (b� c)<+∞

Configuration 4: all the three “online” heterogeneous
executors have the same doors, which means that the
flags that trigger these doors are the same, that is,
(a� b� c)<+∞
Configuration 5: all the three “online” heterogeneous
executors have different doors, which means that the
flags that trigger these doors are unique, that is,

Should feedback 
control be triggered?

Trigger feedback control

Output 
vectors

Output arbiter
Output

Figure 7: Local snapshot to determine whether the DHR starts the feedback control.

Extraction function 
starts to work

Convolutional function 
starts to work

Signal set process
Set the signal to 0 Set the signal to 1

“Send the information of 
‘online’ heterogeneous executors 

which generate abnormal output vectors 
to the feedback control strategy.”

Judgement

Output 
process Output of the model

False-0 True-1 Actions of the LNCMD model

�e number of common 
factors is 0 or 3

�e number of common 
factors is neither 0 nor 3

Judgement process

Result

Figure 8: Flow of process highly dependent on the adjudication strategy.
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(a≠ b≠ c)<+∞

5.1.2. Simulation Result. Let the output value queue of the
LNCMD model be “Q.” In this case, the simulation ex-
periment of the LNCMD model can be experimentally
observed through the “matrix” and “Q.”

,e matrix and Q corresponding to lncmdDemo in
configuration 1 are shown in Figure 10.

In configuration 1, it is impossible for the attacker to
cover the SAV on any “online” heterogeneous executor; that
is, the attacker cannot hit any large prime factor (ordered) in
P. ,e model output shows that lncmdDemo was never
attacked.

,e matrix and Q corresponding to lncmdDemo in
configuration 2 are shown in Figure 11.

In configuration 2, the attacker can cover the SAV on
only the first “online” heterogeneous executor; that is, the
attacker may hit the first large prime factor in P. Once the hit

Heterogeneous service programme pool

Heterogeneous service programme-3

Heterogeneous service programme-2

Heterogeneous service programme-1

Input Dispenser Arbiter Output

Figure 9: Physical background for the simulation experiment.

Table 4: Population of the LNCMD model.

Populated
items Content

Pool ,e mapping values of the heterogeneous executors in the pool are
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g}

Vector ,e values in the vector are
[a, b, c]

Product ,e product P is
P � a× b× c

Matrix ,e matrix is as follows:
,e number of rows is 3, and no elements are visible

Signal ,e value of the signal is 1

Input ,e current status of the input is as follows:
Waiting for the customer to write

Strategy

,e system strategies are as follows:
(1) Dynamic scheduling strategy: all the “online” heterogeneous executors are replaced randomly from the heterogeneous

executor pool at fixed intervals
(2) Feedback control strategy: the abnormal “online” heterogeneous executors are replaced randomly from the

heterogeneous executor pool
(3) Adjudication strategy: the aforementioned majority vote strategy is selected

Output ,e current status of the output is not applicable
,e populated LNCMD model is termed as lncmdDemo in this paper.

Matrix

Column:

e1,1 e1,2 e1j

e2,1 e2,2 e2j

e3,1 e3,2 e3j

1 2 j j + 1

Row:

1

2

3

∗

∗

∗

eij ∈ [0,1)

Output value queue of the LNCMD model

0 0 0 ?

Figure 10: Simulation to observe lncmdDemo under configuration 1.
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is successful, the model output will show that lncmdDemo is
under attack and cause a “reset” operation.

,e matrix and Q corresponding to lncmdDemo in
configuration 3 are shown in Figure 12.

In configuration 3, the attacker cannot cover the SAV on
the first “online” heterogeneous executor; that is, the at-
tacker may hit the second and third large prime factors in P

simultaneously. Once the hit is successful, the model output
will show that lncmdDemo is under attack and cause a
“reset” operation.

,e matrix and Q corresponding to lncmdDemo in
configuration 4 are shown in Figure 13.

In configuration 4, the attacker can cover the SAVs on
all the “online” heterogeneous executors simultaneously;

that is, the attacker may hit all the large prime factors
(ordered) in P simultaneously. When the hit is successful,
the model output will show that lncmdDemo was not
attacked.

,e matrix and Q corresponding to lncmdDemo in
configuration 5 are shown in Figure 14.

,e observation result of lncmdDemo under configu-
ration 5 may be the same as that of any of the previous four
configurations. If the attacker cannot cover the SAV on any
“online” heterogeneous executor, lncmdDemowill behave as
in configuration 1. If the attacker can only cover the SAV on
one “online” heterogeneous executor, lncmdDemo will
behave as in configuration 2. If the attacker can only cover
the SAV on two “online” heterogeneous executors,

Row:

1

2

3

Matrix

Column:

e1,1 e1,1 1

e2,1 e2,2
e2j

e3,1 e3,2
e3j

1 2 j j + 1

∗

∗

∗

eij ∈ [0,1)

Output value queue of the LNCMD model

0 0 1 ×

Figure 11: Simulation to observe lncmdDemo under configuration 2.

Row:

1

2

3

Matrix

Column:

e1,1 e1,2 e1j

e2,1 e2,2 1

e3,1 e3,2 1

1 2 j j + 1

∗

∗

∗

eij ∈ [0,1)

Output value queue of the LNCMD model

0 0 1 ×

Figure 12: Simulation to observe lncmdDemo under configuration 3.
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lncmdDemo will behave as in configuration 3. If the attacker
can cover the SAVs on all the “online” heterogeneous ex-
ecutors, lncmdDemo will behave as in configuration 4.

5.1.3. Experimental Analysis and Evaluation. A part of the
observation results of lncmdDemo under the five configu-
rations is expected by the defender, and the remaining re-
sults are expected by the attacker. In this paper, the expected
LNCMD model observation result for one side is termed as
the “solution” of this side under the LNCMD model.

(1) For the defender:

(a) Analysis:
,e simulation experiment indicates that the
observation results of lncmdDemo under con-
figurations 1, 2, and 5 are solutions for the
defender.
,e observation result of lncmdDemo in con-
figuration 1 reflects that the CMD system always

maintains a normal system output. Moreover,
the feedback control is not triggered, and thus, no
system turbulence is caused by the feedback
control. ,e observation result of lncmdDemo in
configuration 1 can be considered as the “optimal
solution” for the defender under lncmdDemo.
,e observation result of lncmdDemo in con-
figuration 2 reflects that the CMD system always
maintains a normal system output, although the
feedback control may be triggered, which may
induce the system turbulence caused by the
feedback control. ,e observation result of
lncmdDemo in configuration 2 can be consid-
ered as the “ordinary solution” for the defender.
,e observation result of lncmdDemo in con-
figuration 5 is unstable, that is, it may or may not
be what the defender expects, and a luck com-
ponent is involved. ,e observation result of
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Figure 13: Simulation to observe lncmdDemo under configuration 4.
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lncmdDemo in configuration 5 can be consid-
ered as the “worst solution” for the defender.
,e observation results of lncmdDemo in con-
figurations 3 and 4 do not correspond to the
“solution” for the defender. At this time, the
CMD system already exhibits a “joint escape”
phenomenon.

(b) Evaluation:
,rough the simulation experiment, it can be
concluded that chasing the “optimal solution”
under the LNCMD model is the ultimate goal of
the defender. ,e defender’s “optimal solution”
under the LNCMD model can be attained by
ensuring that the LNCMD model exhibits the
following martingale characteristic.
Hypothesis:
Let the judgement of the attack by the judgement
function excited by the jth model input be a
stochastic process Yj.
In the jth model input, let the probability that the
attacker cannot decompose any large prime
factor (ordered) from the value of the product
variable correspond to a stochastic process Xj.
When a stochastic process Xj is used as a con-
dition, it means that an event with Xj as the
probability has occurred, so 0<Xj≤ 1.

,en, this martingale characteristic is

E Y(j+1) | X1, . . . , Xj  � Yj � 0. (13)

At this time, the stochastic process Yj is a discrete
martingale on Xj. Its meaning is that the attacker can
never decompose any large prime factor (ordered)
from the value of the product variable, which makes
the judgement function always judge that the
LNCMD model was not attacked. On this basis, for
the future (j+ 1)-th model input, the conditional
expectation of the event Y(j+1) is that the LNCMD
model will not be attacked. In a practical sense, this
scenariomeans that, in the CMD system, the attacker
cannot cover the SAV on any “online” heteroge-
neous executor, and no system turbulence is caused
by triggering the feedback control. When the
LNCMD model has the above martingale charac-
teristic, it reflects the defender’s “optimal solution”
under the LNCMD model.
,erefore, the problem of how the defender chases
the “optimal solution” under the LNCMDmodel can
be transformed into the problem of ensuring that the
LNCMD model exhibits the aforementioned mar-
tingale characteristic. ,e defender considers how to
adjust various system strategies to ensure that the
LNCMD model exhibits the aforementioned mar-
tingale characteristic, which is the mathematical
nature of the problem faced by the defender in the

CMD system in the practical sense, as clarified by the
LNCMD model.

(2) For the attacker:
(a) Analysis:

,e simulation experiment indicates that the ob-
servation results of lncmdDemo under configura-
tions 3, 4, and 5 are solutions for the attacker.
,e observation result of lncmdDemo in configu-
ration 4 reflects that the CMD system has a “joint
escape” phenomenon; however, it is impossible to
perceive the occurrence of the attack. ,e observa-
tion result of lncmdDemo in configuration 4 can be
considered as the “optimal solution” for the attacker.
,e observation result of lncmdDemo in configu-
ration 3 reflects that the CMD system exhibits a
“joint escape” phenomenon, and the occurrence of
the attack can be perceived.,e observation result of
lncmdDemo in configuration 3 can be considered as
the “ordinary solution” for the attacker.
,e observation result of lncmdDemo in configu-
ration 5 is unstable, that is, it may or may not be what
the attacker expects, and a luck component is in-
volved. ,e observation result of lncmdDemo in
configuration 5 can be considered as the “worst
solution” for the attacker.
,e observation results of lncmdDemo in configu-
rations 1 and 2 do not correspond to the attacker’s
“solution.” In this scenario, the CMD system always
maintains a normal system output.

(b) Evaluation:
,e simulation experiment indicated that chasing
the “optimal solution” under the LNCMD model is
the ultimate goal of the attacker. ,e attacker wants
to obtain the “optimal solution” under the LNCMD
model depending on the composition of the large
prime factors in the value of the product variable and
the hit method for each large prime factor (ordered).
,e following simulation experiment is considered
as an example:
,e large prime factors contained in P for
lncmdDemo are a, b, and c. Under configurations 1,
2, and 3, the compositions of the large prime factors
in P are (a&b&c�+∞), (a<+∞ and b&c�+∞),
and (a�+∞ and (b� c)<+∞), respectively. Under
these compositions of the large prime factors, the
attacker cannot obtain the “optimal solution” under
lncmdDemo, regardless of the hit method employed
by the attacker. Under configuration 4, the com-
position of the large prime factors in P is (a� b� c)
<+∞. Under this composition of the large prime
factors, the attacker can obtain the “optimal solu-
tion” under lncmdDemo. At this time, the hit
method used by the attacker determines the rate at
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which the “optimal solution” is attained under
lncmdDemo. Under configuration 5, the composi-
tion of the large prime factors in P is (a≠ b≠ c)
<+∞. Under this composition of the large prime
factors, the attacker can attain the “optimal solution”
under lncmdDemo. At this time, the hit method used
by the attacker determines whether the attacker can
obtain the “optimal solution” under lncmdDemo.

5.2. Security of CMD. ,e evaluation of the network security
is different from that of the information system perfor-
mance. ,e former evaluation is more difficult to describe
quantitatively compared to the latter evaluation [48].
,erefore, by modelling the CMD mechanism and using a
mathematical model to express the CMD mechanism, this
paper establishes a connection between the CMD mecha-
nism and mathematics to ensure that the safety of the CMD
can be qualitatively evaluated based on the LNCMD model.
,e following section describes the qualitative evaluation of
the safety of the CMD based on the LNCMD model.

,e LNCMD model uses a large prime factor product to
represent the “online” heterogeneous executor set of the
CMD system at a certain time, and it uses the large prime
factor decomposition problem tomap an attacker’s attack on
the CMD system. ,e concept of the LNCMD model is
applied, and the traditional static and single system is
represented as one large prime number. For the convenience
of the subsequent description, the aforementioned large
prime factor product and large prime factor are, respectively,
represented as “composite” and “pfactori” (1≤ i≤ n, n is the
number of factors), and the aforementioned large prime
number is represented as “prime.” At the same time, the
“ray” that starts from 0 and grows to +∞ is used to represent
a dimension. Considering these aspects, “composite” and
“pfactori” are shown in the upper part of Figure 15, and
“prime” is shown in the lower part of Figure 15.

When the “composite” is determined, the attacker must
analyse “pfactoris” that the “composite” comprises. ,e
“composite” is only on a one-dimension “ray,” and each
“pfactori” that composes the “composite” is also on a one-
dimension “ray.” ,erefore, a mapping relationship from a
multidimensional “ray” to a one-dimension “ray” is formed
between the “composite” and “pfactori.” However, the at-
tacker must also analyse this mapping from the multidi-
mensional “ray” to the one-dimension “ray.” Furthermore,
for “prime,” the attacker only needs to analyse the specific
value of the “prime.” Because the “prime” does not have a
multidimensional mapping relationship, the attacker only
needs to analyse on a one-dimension “ray.”

To impede the attacker from performing this analysis,
the complexity can be considered as a general approach. ,e
complexity for a “composite” can be improved by increasing
the number or value of “pfactori,” and these two aspects can
be combined. For “prime,” the complexity can only be
improved by increasing the value of “prime.” However,
according to the CMD mechanism, the “composite” is not
immutable. ,rough the multidimensional dynamic driving
one-dimensional dynamic, the “composite” can implement

active changes based on the above two aspects or passive
changes caused by the attacker’s analysis. Regardless of the
active or passive changes in the “composite,” all the previous
efforts of the attacker may be wasted, thereby greatly in-
creasing the complexity on the original basis and rendering
the analysis to be conducted by the attacker more difficult.

Next, an arithmetic analysis is carried out to intuitively
reflect this complexity relationship. We use time to measure
the above complexity, denoted as T. Assuming that the
redundancy scale of the “online” heterogeneous executors in
the CMD system is three, then there are “pfactor1,” “pfac-
tor2,” and “pfactor3.” At the same time, “pfactoris “ (1≤ i≤ 3)
are different from each other; then, their complexity is t1, t2,
and t3, respectively. We take the dynamic characteristic of
CMD as a weight, denoted as w, w tends to +∞. For the
traditional static and single system, let the complexity of
“prime” be t. ,e following formula gives this complexity
relationship:

T(Traditional) � t,

T(CMD_Static) � t1 + t2 + t3,

T(CMD) � t1 × w + t2 × w + t3 × w

� t1 + t2 + t3(  × w ≈ +∞.

(14)

For the above complexity, T(Traditional) refers to the
traditional static and single system, T(CMD_Static) refers
to the CMD system without the dynamic characteristic,
and T(CMD) refers to the CMD system. For t, t1, t2, and t3,
they should be in the same order of magnitude, but there
are differences in size. It is not difficult to see that the
complexity of CMD far exceeds the traditional static and
single system.

,erefore, based on the analysis of the aforementioned
arithmetic significance, this paper performs a qualitative
assessment of the safety of the CMD. In contrast to the
traditional static and single system, the CMD system raises
the difficulty level of guessing a single large prime number to
the difficulty level of solving the decomposition problem of
the dynamic large prime factor product.,erefore, the CMD
is highly secure.

5.3. Overhead of CMD. While the use of CMD technology
brings high security and high robustness, additional
system overhead is inevitable because the use of any
technology has to pay a certain price, but it is entirely
possible to control these additional overheads within an
acceptable range by certain means. ,e additional over-
heads brought by CMD can be analyzed from the fol-
lowing two aspects:

(1) Complexity Overhead. We use space complexity to
measure the complexity overhead and use the CMD system
to compare with the traditional static and single system.
Here, the space complexity is expressed in terms of quantity,
and a unit quantity is O(1).

,e complexity overhead of the CMD system is
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O(E) � O e1(  + O e2(  + · · · + O en( ,

S(CMD) � O(d) + O(E) + O(a) + O(c) + Δ.
 (15)

O(E) is the space complexity of the heterogeneous ex-
ecutor pool. O(ei) is the space complexity of the heteroge-
neous executor. Assuming that there are a total of n
heterogeneous executors in the heterogeneous executor
pool, thenO(E) is the sum of eachO(ei) (1≤ i≤ n).O(d) is the
space complexity of the input distributor. O(a) is the space
complexity of the output arbiter. O(c) is the space com-
plexity of the CMD converter. Δ is the extra space com-
plexity. For example, when the CMD system includes the
“cleaning” function for abnormal executors, this part of the
space complexity belongs to Δ. Ultimately, the complexity
overhead of the CMD system is S(CMD).

,e complexity overhead of the traditional static and
single system is

S(Traditional) � O(e). (16)

O(e) is the space complexity of the executor that achieves
the target function; then, the complexity overhead of the
traditional static and single system is S(Traditional).

So far, it can be concluded that the additional complexity
overhead of the CMD system compared to the traditional
static and single system is S(CMD)− S(Traditional). For the
executors in these two types of systems, their space com-
plexity is similar, that is, O(e)≈O(ei) (1≤ i≤ n).

(2) Performance Overhead. We use the time complexity to
measure the performance overhead and use the CMD system
to compare with the traditional static and single system.
Here, the time complexity is expressed in terms of quantity,
and a unit quantity is O(1).

,e performance overhead of the CMD system is

O(E) � max O e1( , O e2( , . . . , O en( ( ,

T(CMD) � O(d) + O(E) + O(a) + O(c) + Δ.
 (17)

O(E) is the time complexity of the “online” heteroge-
neous executor set. O(ei) is the time complexity of the
“online” heterogeneous executor. Assuming that there are a
total of n “online” heterogeneous executors in the “online”
heterogeneous executor set, because the “online” hetero-
geneous executors are executed in parallel, O(E) is the
maximum value of all O(ei) (1≤ i≤ n). O(d) is the time
complexity of the input distributor. O(a) is the time com-
plexity of the output arbiter. O(c) is the time complexity of
the CMD converter. Δ is the extra time complexity. For
example, when the CMD system includes the “cleaning”
function for abnormal executors, this part of the time
complexity belongs to Δ. Ultimately, the performance
overhead of the CMD system is T(CMD).

,e performance overhead of the traditional static and
single system is

T(Traditional) � O(e). (18)

O(e) is the time complexity of the executor that achieves
the target function; then, the performance overhead of the
traditional static and single system is T(Traditional).

So far, it can be concluded that the additional perfor-
mance overhead of the CMD system compared to the tra-
ditional static and single system is T(CMD)−T(Traditional).
For the executors in these two types of systems, their time
complexity is similar, that is, O(e)≈O(ei) (1≤ i≤ n).

For the additional overheads of using CMD technology,
it is necessary to reduce them to an acceptable range.
Referencing the aforementioned various complexities to
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optimize the system implementation is the first method, and
focusing on the rationality of using CMD technology is the
second method. In terms of rationality, assuming that CMD
technology is used to protect data, the overheads of only
using CMD technology to protect a small amount of critical
data are far less than using CMD technology to protect
ordinary mass data, but the security will not differ too much.
For example, using CMD technology to protect the access
control list (ACL) in the firewall, the overhead caused by
encryption operation is acceptable. At the same time, be-
cause ACL is the critical data, the overall security of the
system will also be greatly improved.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

,is paper proposes a large-number convolutional mimic
defence mathematical model. ,e LNCMD model is an
intuitive and exclusive mathematical model of the CMD.,e
LNCMD model transforms the problems of the attack and
defence game of the CMD into corresponding mathematical
problems. For the defender, the LNCMD model transforms
the problem of how the defender uses the CMD for security
protection into the problem of how the defender adjusts
various system strategies to ensure that the LNCMD model
has a specific martingale characteristic. For the attacker, the
LNCMD model innovatively transforms the problem of the
attacker attacking the CMD system into the problem of the
attacker factorising the large prime factor product. ,ere-
fore, based on the LNCMD model, this paper performs a
qualitative assessment that indicates that the CMD is highly
secure. ,e proposed LNCMD model can be implemented
directly through programming, and the subsequent step is to
programme the LNCMD model to further examine the key
technologies of the CMD framework.
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